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About This Game

Angels with Scaly Wings is a unique visual novel set in a world populated by dragons.

After the discovery of a mysterious portal, you are selected as one of the few humans to travel to the world of dragons. While
you serve as an ambassador, you learn more about this strangely familiar place, and discover that your human colleague knows

more than he’s letting on…

It will be up to you and the friends you make to uncover the conspiracy that threatens the newly discovered world - and in the
process, you may even find love.

Epic storyline

With a script of over 175.000 words, our mindbending story will lead you through a number of dramatic twists and
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turns.

Hang out with the locals

Meet with a variety of dragons on 5 main and 5 secondary character routes. Listen to their stories and learn about their
hopes, dreams and problems.

The choice is yours

Make deep, impactful decisions that can affect the game world permanently and lead you to more than 13 different
endings.

A town full of secrets

Investigate a number of mysteries during free time sections. Manage your time wisely and be careful who you meet with,
as each encounter may bring forth unintended consequences.

Unlockable gallery

Find exclusive images of the main cast.
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Picked up on a whim because sci-fi plus dragons sounded fun to spend a few hours on.

But, I was not prepared for the levels of depth and complexity presented in this game. Just pick it up if it even remotely interests
you, doesn't matter if it doesn't seem like your thing. The levels this game goes through to get invested in the characters and
story are just too powerful to be ignored.

Still not convinced? I've never wanted to finish a game more than once after getting the "good ending," but here it just has to be
done. Couldn't recommend a game more if you don't mind reading and maybe a few tears.

 (Ouch, mods also help as a bandaid after finishing and getting the final ending. You are expected to play the game more than
once!) . i can't say no to this game, every time i see it in my library i have to force myself to not play it, it took my soul and my
love also it's soo much emotion. 10\/10 would always play and find new ways to make it different, i don't want the game to die
for me because it's a very special game.

also not a furry.
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Majula Frontier is released!:
I hope you will play it and have fun.. Majula Frontier Game update 1.00.02:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.02. This version includes:

 A fix related to the enhance menu

 A fix related to schematics and the inventory

 A fix related to randomness

If you experience any issues, please contact Support@EFUniverseGames.com or make a post in the forums.. Bonus Music:
The soundtrack DLC now contains an extra song. It's titled "EF Universe Reclaiming the World Main Theme". This new song
was composed by Dale North, who handled the majority of Majula Frontier's soundtrack.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/815640/Majula_Frontier_Soundtrack/. Technical Update:
Majula Frontier initially used a 32 bit executable, but that seemed to be causing technical issues for a few users, so from now on
the game will use a 64 bit executable.. Game update 1.00.01:
The game has been updated to version 1.00.01. This version includes:

-A "Faster Text" option in the settings menu. Enabling this will cause all text to appear much faster (previously you had to hold
down the space bar to enable faster text).
-The "Faster Combat" option now speeds up the new turn indicator and the enemy skill indicator.

If you experience in issues inside the game, please email Support@EFUniverseGames.com or post in the game's steam forum
right away.
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